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Editor’s Note
This paper was presented at the Utah Academy of Arts and Sciences at
Weber State on April 11, 1980.

T O most Americans of the 1830s Independence,
Missouri, was a major outfitting station along the
westward trail, but to the Mormons it was the

place of the primordial Garden of Eden and the antici-
pated location of Christ’s Second Coming. Similarly,
northern Missouri contained vast tracts of land generally
considered unproductive by the local settlers; the Mor-
mons, however, viewed the region as Adam’s former
habitation after the Fall and tried to make it their home
until Eden could be restored to them. Most Americans of
the nineteenth century saw little value in the Great Basin,
but the Mormons perceived it as a refuge from a sinful
world and a means for establishing their identity as
God’s chosen people. 2

The idea that the territorial environment functions as
a symbol of group identity and thereby reveals a great
deal of a group’s self-conscious feelings and perceptions
is called in this analysis an ideology of place: "ideology"
because of the concern to demonstrate the meaning of so-
cial action with reference to a culturally defined land-
scape, and "place" so as not to prejudice the analysis to
either the "natural" or the "built-up" aspects of the envi-
ronment.3 Societies throughout the world use the territo-
rial environment to express fundamental aspects of their
cultural ideologies.

The Mormon ideology of place was basic to Mormon
identity throughout the nineteenth century and remains
active in Mormonism today, although in a somewhat al-
tered form.41 found this spiritual attachment to the land-
scape particularly strong in a southeastern Utah farm

village, Bullseye, s where I spent a summer investigating
the local lifestyle. The present article examines ways in
which two of Bullseye’s most important community
celebrations--Pioneer Day and Memorial Day--express
a local ideology of place.

Community celebrations provide perhaps the best
ini-
tial context for investigating the Mormon ideology of
place because they are occasions during which the
group’s most important values are ritually and ideally
expressed for the entire community. They are also seri-
ous occasions for reviewing or testing the vitality of the
local culture. For whatever reason, should the celebra-
tions fail to mobilize sufficient interest, participation, and
resources for a satisfactory enactment of the group’s
identity, a revision of some kind in the local culture is
likely to result. In short, community celebrations func-
tion as a microcosm of the local culture, revealing its
idealized as well as its problematic aspects. 6

The significance of Pioneer Day has often been noted
but seldom investigated. Thomas O’Dea has called it "the
greatest Mormon holiday,’’7 and it serves as a cultural
birthdate in Mormonism, commemorating the founding
of a permanent homeland in the West. How Memorial
Day relates to Mormonism and the Mormon ideology of
place is less well known. Its observance in Bullseye, how-
ever, demonstrates its significance in the expression of
Mormon identity, complementing Pioneer Day in many
respects. During the particular summer I spent there the
importance of these holidays as tests of the local culture
took on added meaning because of the challenge to the
Mormon roots of Bullseye from communities "up the
county."

Bullseye was settled as an agricultural village by Mor-
mon pioneers shortly after the death of Brigham Young,
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as colonization extended into the western portions of the
Territory. Bullseye was !aid out in the typical pattern of
the Mormon village--an orthogonal grid pattern,
oriented toward the cardinal compass directions and ap-
proximately one mile square (Fig. 1). Over the years it has
retained its traditional settlement design. 8

The population and economy of Bullseye expanded
during the early years. By the 1920s the local citizenry
numbered over 700, many of whom were descendants of
the original settlers. Bullseye also contained ten busines-
ses of one kind or another and was a leader in agricultural
production in the valley. The Depression, however, re-
versed the economic trends of Bullseye, and World War II
reversed its demographic expansion. Some 150 citizens
served in the war, yet few returned to Bullseye to settle
permanently. The declining local economy meant that
fewer and fewer young people could remain in Bullseye as
their parents had done. As the population and economic
base of the community declined, town lots were left vac-
ant, old stores abandoned, county schools consolidated,
and the school in Bullseye torn dOwn.

In the early 1970s, after nearly one-half century of
steady decline (local population had fallen to less than
300), the economy of the valley began to turn around.
The basis of the upswing, however, was not the tradi-
tional agriculture but coal mining. Coal mines had always
operated in the valley but as local concerns, providing
off-seasonal and supplemental wage labor to many far-
mers. With the advent of the energy crisis, national cor-
porations eyed the valley coal.
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A rapidly expanding economy quickly changed the
face of the towns "up the county" and presented Bullseye
citizens with a dilemma: they could resist the coal miners
and construction workers who did n~t share their values
and watch the local economy continue to erode, or they
could accept these "Mormon haters" and "California
types" and risk a radical reorientation of the lifestyle,
something already happening in the communities "up
the county."

The dilemma of Bullseye’s future was the most impor-
tant public issue during my summer’s residence. One of

Community celebrations function as a
microcosm of the local culture.

the strongest measures to preserve the traditional culture
was taken when the town board created a planning board
and adopted zoning ordinances and a building code.
These ordinances legally validated the existing tri-partite
division of the town into public, residential, and agricul-
tural spheres, a system which reflected Joseph Smith’s
"Plat of the City of Zion," the prototype of all Mormon
settlements.9 The communtiy celebrations held during
this critical summer when so many were questioning
Bullseye’s future provided vivid windows on the con-
tinuing importance of the pioneer heritage for local resi-
dents. Memorial Day and Pioneer Day, Bullseye’s princi-
pal community celebrations, complement each other and
contribute to a local ideology of place by symbolically
segmenting the agricultural production season from the
rest of the year, by reinforcing the significance of the
various locations of public activity in Bullseye, and by
providing local occasions for the expression of the wider
Mormon ideology of place.

Working the land has been the life blood of Bullseye
since its founding and possesses a moral and spiritual
quality unattained by other local occupations. Nearly
every resident of Bullseye, regardless of his daily activity,
owns some agricultural land and receives satisfaction by
preserving its productivity from year to year. The grow-
ing season is the most important time of the year in
Bullseye, and Memorial Day and Pioneer Day provide its
symbolic boundaries.

Memorial Day marks the transition between the off-
season activities and the agricultural production season.
The off-season is characterized by preparations--
cleaning, repairing, constructing--for the productive
season. Three major loci of off-seasonal activity exist: the
irrigation system, the cemetery, and the town. Readying
each involves both family and community participation.
Enormous quantities of silt, weeds, and other debris are
removed from the canal and irrigation ditches; water
shares are redistributed; and the yearly water fees col-
lected. The landscaping in the cemetery is revived; trash
and weeds are removed from the grounds; fences and
headstones are repaired; and individual plots are dressed
for Memorial Day. The roads in town are regraded and
gravelled; vacant lots and ditch banks are relieved of the
winter’s refuse; the park is cleaned and watered and its
bleachers are repaired; and individual homes are spring
cleaned. Particular days are often set aside for these re-
spective preparations, and criticism usually follows that
individual or group which does not adequately partici-
pate.

The unofficial deadline for completing these activities
is Memorial Day. None of these preparations will extend
beyond the end of May. If uncompleted, they will be
postponed until the following year when getting ready
for the growing season again becomes a major local con-
cern. Following Memorial Day the town is geared up for
farming and other production-oriented activities. During
the farming season, hard work and long hours are re-
quired to ensure a livelihood from the harsh environ-
ment. The work ethic thrives in the community and dis-
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tinguishes its most respected residents.
If Memorial Day symbolically terminates the off-

seasonal activity, one might look to Pioneer day to mark
the end of the production season. According to local
tradition, the first crop of hay should be harvested by July
24 to avoid fall rains, and the second crop is usually left in
the fields for the cattle coming "off the mountain" before
going to their winter range "on the desert." The gather-
ing of garden produce has begun by Pioneer Day, and the
local baseball season (an important summer recreation
for both sexes and all ages) is nearly over. The general
feeling in Bullseye is that when Pioneer Day comes, the
summer is nearly over. In short, Memorial Day and
Pioneer Day constitute the cultural boundaries for the ag-
ricultural season which contributes greatly to the local
ideology of place.

In addition to establishing these seasonal boundaries,
the two celebrations also elaborate the cultural distinc-
tion between "here" and "everyplace else." Even though
some residents did not partidpate in these events during
the summer I was there, I knew of no one from Bullseye
who went elsewhere to observe them. Also many former
residents returned "home," which more than doubled
the local population. Bullseye was the proper place to ob-
serve these occasions.

They could risk a radical reorientation of
the lifestyle, something already
happen!,ng in the communities "up the
county.

Memorial Day and Pioneer Day were also the two
most popular occasions for holding family reunions. A
"family" consists of all the bilateral descendants and
their spouses of a single ancestral couple and generally
extends from four to six generations in depth. Genealogi-
cal conections beyond this range are often known but do
not constitute "family." Place of residence also strongly
contributes to the local concept of "family." That is, the
founding ancestors of the "families" in Bullseye are in
nearly every case the first direct-line kin to settle perma-
nently in Bullseye. Furthermore, kin who do not partici-
pate in reunions are generally considered to be less
"family" than regular attenders. In other words, a
"home" helps to establish "family" identity, and the an-
cestral couple which established the "home" are honored
as the founders of a "family." The occasion which celeb-
rates "family" identity is most often held in the ancestral
"home" during the community celebrations which rein-
forces this same attachment in other ways.

Another significant reunion occurs at the local Mor-
mon wardhouse on Sunday, since Memorial Day celebra-
tions usually span a weekend. At these times, the cus-
tomary format of Sacrament Meeting is altered. Rather
than the two or three speakers selected from the regular
congregation, up to ten visitors are given the opportunity
to express their feelings, which usually center around the
theme, "there’s no place like home." A local resident told
me that one woman concluded the review of her life since

leaving Bullseye with the confession, "The day I left
Bullseye was the saddest day of my life." That she would
declare this is significant; equally significant is the fact
that my informant would volunteer this statement out of
all that went on in the meeting. Place is a powerful idiom
through which attachment and identity are expressed.

As boundaries of the yearly activity cycle and land-
marks in establishing a sense of "home," Pioneer Day
and Memorial Day traditionally work together to buttress
the local identity. They are complementary as well in
their sequential focusing on the most meaningful places
within Bullseye itself. They also have unique contribu-
tions to make to the local ideology of place.
Memorial Day

The focus of cultural activity on Memorial Day is the
cemetery. Except for funerals, the cemetery becomes the
center of community attention only on Memorial Day.
The cemetery is one of the most significant locations in a
Mormon town. In fact, the cemetery is second only to the
temple as a link between the living and the dead. Memo-
rial Day is the celebration of that link. As if to emphasize
the importance of these ties, the only road in Bullseye
paved entirely at local expense runs from the center of
town to the cemetery (Fig. 1).

An informal "town reunion" held at the cemetery was
the principal activity on Memorial Day. Officially spon-
sored by no local organization, the reunion began at
dawn with a sunrise flag ceremony conducted by the
local American Legion post. No time limits were set for
the reunion, and no organized program was held at the
cemetery, something which occurs in other southern
Utah communities. However, no other activity was
scheduled in town until the reunion had ended, about
noon.

The atmosphere at the cemetery was more reminis-
cent of a family or school reunion than a memorial ser-
vice. Contributing to the festive atmosphere of the "town
reunion" was a concession stand at the head of the
cemetery operated by local teen-age girls wishing to earn
money for a "super activity" later that summer. Reunion
participants, which included most of the people in town
for Memorial Day, came and gathered in small groups
near the grave of an ancestor or friend. Much visiting and
mingling occurred, and the pace of the conversations was
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leisurely and light-hearted, containing humorous stories
which always seemed to concern someone mutually
known among the group and connected with Bullseye in
some way. The dead as well as the living were induded in
the reminiscing. The continued association of loved ones
rather than their absence through death was emphasized
in the "reunion." To preserve these associations, many
former as well as most current residents of Bullseye have
their remains interred in the cemetery.

During Memorial Day many usual cultural distinc-
tions were diminishedmpast and present, living and
dead, resident and visitor. The one unequivocal distinc-
tion, however, was between "here" and "everyplace
else." For those who view Bullseye as "home," Memorial
Day could be adequately observed only there.

Pioneer Day
Plans for the Pioneer Day celebrations of 1975 were

more elaborate than usual because it was generally be-
lieved to be the centennial of Bullseye’s founding. Later it
was discovered that the centenary would not be for sev-
eral more years; nevertheless, the elaborate plans con-
tinued, resulting in one of the best local celebrations in
memory. Given the pressing decisions about the future
of Bullseye, it was vital that these holidays be judged suc-
cessful by the local residents. The success or failure
would be a critical test of the vitality of the local lifestyle.
The ideology of place was central to these concerns.

The events of the 24th, like those of Memorial Day,
began at dawn. Several sticks of dynamite were set off at
various locations around town to awaken the celebrants.
The chuck wagon breakfast began at the park at 7:30. A
member of the local Mormon bishopric opened the celeb-
ration with a short eulogy to the Mormon pioneers, fol-
lowed by a prayer over the meal and the festivities of the
day. By the end of the breakfast, more than 150 people
had been served.

The parade began at the park around nine o’clock.
The route of the parade outlined Bullseye’s public sphere
(Fig. 1). Spectators lined the parade route and were as
much a part of the event as the actual participants. The
entries in the parade (floats, decorated cars and trucks,
and marching and riding groups) represented the impor-
tant local institutions (Senior Citizens, baseball teams,
Church auxiliaries, family reunions, the Riding Club,

and local business establishments). The entries were
usually decorated in some way, but the decorations re-
flected no particular theme, historical or otherwise. Be-
cause the content of the parade focused on the local social
organization rather than cultural ideology, it will not be
examined in detail here.

The content of the program at the Church which fol-
lowed the parade, on the other hand,centered primar-
ily on ideology. A local Mormon leader again took charge.

The ideology of place was a principal theme of the
program. The program opened with the congregation
singing "Come, Come Ye Saints," which perhaps better
than any other hymn captures the essence of Mormon
pioneer identity. Written during the exodus to the Great
Basin, it speaks of courage in the face of adversity and
faith in God who will deliver his people. The third verse
addresses the ideology of place.

We’ll find the place which God for us prepared
Far away, in the west,
Where none shall come to hurt or make afraid
There the Saints will be blessed.
We’ll make the air with music ring
Shout praises to our God and King
Above the rest these words will tell
All is well, all is well. 10

Following an opening prayer, the Bullseye Mormon Choir
sang a very popular patriotic anthem, entitled, "Your
Land and My Land." Its chorus goes:

Your land and my land is the best land of all
Sweet land of freedom for the great and the small
So let’s stand beside her if it’s the last thing we do
Come one, come all and pledge allegiance
To the great red, white, and blue. 11

Next a sermon was given by a former Mormon bishop
from Bullseye, who addressed the topic of the spiritual
significance of early Mormon history. The title of his ser-
mon was, "Israel Do You Know?" in which he compared
the Mormon experience with that of biblical Israel. He
mentioned the Mormon "oppression in the lands of their
enemies," a miraculous delivery at the hand of a mighty
prophet of God, and their inheritance of a "land of pro-
mise" whose climate and topography reminded them of
the Holy Land of Israel. In each case, the parallel histories
produced a "chosen people" of God, having a special
mission for the salvation of mankind. The identification
of a chosen people with a chosen place was an underlying
theme of his address.

Place of residence strongly contributes to
the local concept of family.

Following the sermon a skit, which was written, pro-
duced, and performed by local citizens, depicted the dif-
ficulty of early settlement in the Great Basin. Several
pioneer couples were shown discussing the disadvan-
tages of living in "Deseret," in contrast to the idyllic con-
ditions of California. As their discontent with Brigham
Young’s decision to settle the Great Basin mounted and
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they began to prepare to leave for the West Coast,
"Brother Brigham," who was played by the highest
ranking Mormon official living in Bullseye, appeared on
stage to deliver a sermon emphasizing the "chosenness"
of the place they had begun to settle. He promised them
that through hard work and faithfulness they would
make "the desert blossom as the rose." The skit closed
with all the pioneers singing a hymn in support of their
prophet and all happily deciding to remain in the valley
to farm.

In addition to the obvious message that the Great
Basin was the Mormon "land of promise," the skit un-
derlined the value of farming as the ideal occupation in
the "promised land." The authority of "Brother
Brigham" was invoked to remind the local citizens that
mining was not an acceptable occupation in the "valley of
God," but that they should work the land for its agricul-
tural resources. Facing the possible transformation of the
local subsistence base from farming to mining, the resi-
dents of Bullseye welcomed this authoritative voice from
the past defending their traditional occupational pat-
terns. The skit helped them to realize that to abandon
their lands at this time would have been a denial of their
pioneer heritage. The skit and its message were remem-
bered as one of the highlights of the celebration.

Later in the program, the male chorus of the local
choir sang a traditional Mormon hymn, "O Happy
Homes among the Hills.’’12

1. O happy homes among the hills
Where flow a thousand crystal rills,
Surrounded by grand mountains high
Whose snow-clad summits reach the sky;
My heart enraptured with the sight
Cries to the heavens with delight,
chorus: God bless and guard our mountain home

God bless our mountain home
(repeat)

2. Fanned by the cool, soft mountain air,
The valleys team with beauties rare;
And flowers deck the hills and plains
Refreshed by spring and autumn rains.
Each nook contains a city fair,
Filled with warm hearts who breathe the prayer,
(chorus)

3. May no intruding, hostile bands
E’er desecrate our beauteous land
Nor war’s alarms disturb the rest
And peace with which our homes are blest,
While generations swell the throng
Of happpy hearts to sing the song,
(chorus).

This hymn was well received by the audience of several
hundred persons. It associated home with beauty,
safety, peace, permanence, family togetherness, and di-
vine favor, all of which are part of the Mormon ideology
of place.

Several other numbers completed the program, in-
cluding a song by the local Primary, an Indian ceremonial
dance by an adopted son of a former resident, and several
songs by local residents. All but one of these numbers fo-
cused on the Mormon pioneer heritage, insisting upon its

current vitality.
Following a break for lunch, the park again became

the locus of activity. The park is important in Bullseye for
the display of individual attributes of strength and agility
as well as team competition between persons of different
sexes, ages, and maritial status. The activities included
bicycle and foot races, rela)~s between the boys and the
girls, horseshoe pitching, and a baseball game between
"singles" and "marrieds."

Perhaps the most ambitious test of the viability of
Bullseye’s pioneer past was the attempt to revive the
rodeo. Although a proud part of its traditions, a local
rodeo had not occurred since the V-J Day celebration in
Bullseye had been discontinued in the mid-1950s. The
rodeo was the best attended event of the day, and its suc-
cess far surpassed local expectations, showing that local
identity was stronger than had been expected. As a result
the rodeo was remembered as the greatest accomplish-
ment of Pioneer Day.

In contrast, the dance held that evening provided a
grim reminder of the continuing challenges of mining
and outsiders. In planning the dance, the local committee
had considered a rock dance and a square dance but
opted for the former as a concession to local youth, whom
some feared had been neglected in the adult-oriented
planning. The dance, furthermore, was held on the
grounds of the long since razed school house. The con-
solidation of county schools some twenty-five years be-
fore was still a bitter pill for many local residents. At-
tending a rock dance, an event so closely linked with the
transformed communities and held at the place as-
sociated with the traditional education of Bullseye’s
youth, presented the local residents with a dilemma
which was resolved largely through non-participation.
Only about fifty attended the dance, and many of these
had come from "up the county" and had no other interest
in Bullseye’s Pioneer Day. Toward the end of the evening,
only the outsiders remained; everyone else had gone
home.

All in all, local residents were convinced that Memo-
rial Day and Pioneer Day had demonstrated Bullseye’s
cultural vitality. These events helped many residents de-
termine that their pioneer traditions would be a major
part of the local lifestyle for the foreseeable future. As a
result, a spirit of optimism graced the outlook of local re-
sidents throughout the rest of my stay.

The ideology of place was an essential part of this cul-
tural revitalization. These cultural events symbolically
set off the agricultural production season from the rest of
the year, thereby emphasizing the economic and
spiritual significance of the productivity of the land. Fur-
thermore, the preparations for these events and the loci
of their occurrence systematically reinforced the signifi-
cance of each major location of public activity for
Bullseye’s traditional lifestyle. The values associated with
the fields, the homes, the cemetery, the park, the church,
the rodeo grounds, the canal, the roads, and the school
grounds were all essential to the local culture. Finally,
contents of the celebrations themselvesmthe sermons re-
ferring to Bullseye as the "land choice above all other
lands," the songs of the glories of Zion in the promised
land, and the testimonials and conversations employing
phrases, attitudes, and values prominent in other Mor-
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mon circles--rendered this community a microcosm of
Mormonism, whose ideology of place has been central to
Mormon identity from its beginning.

NOTES

1. Field research for this study was conducted during the summer 1975
funded by a grant from the National Science Foundation, (SOS);
EPP75-08915. I gratefully acknowledge that support. I am also grateful
to the residents of this town and others including state, county, and
local government officials, newspaper personnel, town planners, and
scholars, particularly Professor Milton Singer and Professor Victor
Turner, whose cooperation was invaluable as well as personally re-
warding.
2. The best studies to date on Mormon environmental symbolism in-
clude Lowry Nelson, "The Mormon Village: A Study in Social Origins,"
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1929); Richard V. Fran-
caviglia, "The Mormon Landscape: Existence, Creation and Perception
of a Unique Image of the American West," (Ph.D. dissertation, Univer-
sity of Oregon, 1970); Richard H. Jackson, "Myth and Reality: En-
vironmental Perception of the Mormons, 1840-1865: an Historical
Geosophy," (Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1977).
3. Representative studies of the cultural significance of the territorial
environment among the peoples of the world include Paul Wheatley,
The Pivot of the Four Quarters (Chicago: Aldine, 1971); Yi-Fu Tuan, To-
pophilia: A Study of Environmental Perception, Attitudes and Values (En-
glewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1974); Joseph Rykwert, The Idea of a
Town: The Social Anthropology of Urban Forms in Rome, Italy and the Ancient
World (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1976).
4. Francaviglia, "The Mormon Landscape;" Roger Henrie, "The Per-
ception of Sacred Space: The Case of Utah and other Sacred Places in
Mormondom," (M.A. thesis, Brigham Young University, 1972).

5. In keeping with an anthropological ethic, I have avoided specific re-
ference to name, location and identity of this community and its resi-
dents, while attempting to render an accurate picture of an aspect of its
lifestyle. Regarding its fictitious name, I ask forgiveness for this bit of
self-indulgence. Bullseye is descriptive of this town: its economy has
been primarily based on cattle ranching until the last few years; for most
local and many former residents, it is the geographical and emotional
center of their lives; finally, Bullseye is somewhat larger in size and
population than Birdseye, the actual name of a small settlement in the
same general area of Utah.
6. See Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures (New York: Basic
Books, 1973); Victor Turner, Dramas, Fields, and Metaphors: Symbolic Ac-
tion in Human Society (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1974); Milton
Singer, When a Great Tradition Modernizes (New York: Praeger, 1972),
67-80; Edward Shils, Center and Periphery: Essays in Macrosociology
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1975); chh. 8,9; W. Lloyd
Warner, The Living and the Dead (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1959).
7. Thomas F. O’Dea, The Mormons (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1957), p. 82.
8. Lowry Nelson, The Mormon Village: A Pattern and Technique of Land Te-
nure (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1952).
9. Early town plats of Zion, Far West, Nauvoo, and Salt Lake City are
reproduced in John W. Reps, The Making of Urban America (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1965), 466-472.
10. Hymns of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book 1948), 13.
11. Dorothy Donnelly, "Your Land and My Land," (New York: Warner
Bros., n.d.).
12. Hymns, 337.
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1980 MORMON
THEOLOGICAL
SYMPOSIUM
SUNSTONE is pleased to announce the second annual
Mormon Theological Symposium to be held in Salt Lake
City on the 22nd and 23rd of August, 1980. Plans include
sessions all day Friday and Saturday, a reception Friday
evening, and a luncheon banquet on Saturday.

This year in addition to the many excellent Mormon
scholars, we have invited a number of non-Mormon
thinkers in the field of American religious studies to par-
ticipate in a dialogue on religious thought. Among those
who have agreed to prepare and present papers and to
respond to other papers are:
l. Edwin Gaustad--Professor of Religious Studies, Uni-

versity of California, Riverside. He has published
widely in the field of 18th and 19th century American
religions. Two of his most important works are: The
Great Awakening in New England and Dissent in American
Religions. He also edited The Atlas of American Religions.
In his book Dissent he devoted some attention to the
Mormons and, in this symposium, would do more
specific research on the theological splinterism of LDS
religion in the 19th century.

2. Catherine Albanese--Associate Professor of Religion
at Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio. She earned
her Ph.D. at the University of Chicago in 1972. Since
then she has published three books: Sons of the Fathers:
Civil Religion of the American Revolution (Temple Uni-
versity Press, 1976); Corresponding Motion: Transcen-
dental Religion and the New America (Temple University
Press, 1977); and America: Religions and Religion
(Wadsworth Press, forthcoming). She is preparing a
paper on the Father/Mother God in Mormonism and
other 19th century religions.

3. Stephen J. Stein--Associate Professor of Religious
Studies at Indiana University at Bloomington. He
earned his Ph.D. at Yale in religious studies in 1970.

He has published a variety of articles in 18th century
American religious history in Journal of Church History,
New England Quarterly, William & Mary Quarterly, Har-
vard Theological Review, and Early American Literature.
His most significant work has been as editor of one of
the volumes in a five-volume edition of The Works of
Jonathan Edwards (his volume is entitled, "The
Apocalyptic Writings") being published by Yale Uni-
versity Press. He will compare the biblical worlds of
Edwards and Joseph Smith.

4. Jan Shipps--Associate Professor of History and Re-
ligious Studies at Indiana-Purdue University at In-
dianapolis. She is past president of the Mormon His-
tory Association and working on a book about the
twentieth century Mormonism. The topic she has
selected for this presentation is: "Perspectives on
Mormon Restorationism in the Nineteenth and Twen-
tieth Centuries."

5. Paul Edwards--Vice-President of Academic Affairs
and Professor of Philosophy at Graceland College,
Iowa. He earned his Ph.D. in philosophy (epistemol-
ogy) at St. Andrews College in Scotland. He is a
former president of the Mormon History Association
and has done many important pieces analyzing Mor-
mon theology. Unlike the other four, his paper will be
more philosophical and theological than historical.

In addition, the following scholars have agreed to pre-
pare and present papers on the topics listed:
1. Kent Robson--Utah State University, Associate Pro-

fessor of Philosophy, "Is God the Creator of Natural
and Moral Law?"

2. Scott G. Kenney--Doctoral Studies, Graduate
Theological Union, Berkeley, California, "From
Kingdom to State: Theological Accommodations in
the Mormon Drive to Statehood."

3. David Paulsen--Associate Professor of Philosophy,
Brigham Young University, "The Problem of Evil"
(Peter Appleby, Professor of Philosophy at Univer-
sity of Utah and not a Mormon, has agreed to re-
spond to this paper).

4. Edward Ashment--Doctoral Candidate at the Uni-
versity of Chicago in Egyptology, "Joseph Smith’s
Egyptian Papers."

5. Arthur R. Bassett--Associate Professor of
Humanities, Brigham Young University, "’Another

View on the Doctrine of Atonement."
6. Thomas G. Alexander--Brigham Young University,

Professor of History and Director of the Charles Redd
Center, topic undecided.

7. G. Eugene England, Jr.--Brigham Young University,
Professor of English and Co-director of the Honors
Program, "Lords Many and Gods Many: The Idea of
a Progressing God in Mormon Theology."

8. M. Gerald Bradford--University of California at
Santa Barbara, Associate Professor of Religious
Studies, "A Comparison of the Philosophy of Wil-
liam James and Mormon Thought."

9. Richard Sherlock--Assistant Professor of Philosophy
at University of Knoxville, "Ethical Consequences of
the Mormon Concept of Immortality"

10. Kim McCall--Graduate student in philosophy at
Stanford University, "The Moral Imperatives of a Fi-
nite God"

11. John Sorenson--Chairman of the Department of Ar-
cheology and Anthropology at Brigham Young Uni-
versity, "’Being Wrong’ in Mormon Theology"

12. A.Kent Dunford--LDS Institute of Religion, Univer-
sity of Utah, "Exploring the Nether Regions: The
Mormon Concept of Hell"

13. Donald G. Hill--Doctoral Candidate in Philosophy of
Religion at University of Tennessee, "The LDS Ethic
in the History of Christian Ethics"

14. Glenn M. Vernon--Professor of Sociology at Univer-
sity of Utah, "Parallels Between ’Spiritual’ in Mor-
monism and ’Symboled’ in the Social Sciences"

15. Richard Oman--Brigham Young University and LDS
Division of Arts and Sites, "Visual Images of Christ in
Mormon Art versus Traditional Christian Depic-
tions"

16. Andrew Ehat--Doctoral Candidate in History,
Brigham Young University, "The Development of
the Doctrine of Salvation for the Dead’"

17. Max Rogers--Professor of Philosophy, University of
Utah, specific topic undecided, general area--biblical
studies

18. George Boyd--retired, Graduate Studies at UC, Ber-
keley and University of Southern California, "The
Social Implications of Mormon Theology"

Please plan to attend. Write to SUNSTONE for pre-
registration blanks or additional informafion.
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THE 1981
SUNSTONE
FICTION
CONTEST
SUNSTONE has always welcomed excellent fiction that
relates to the Mormon experience. To provide additiona!
incentives for such writing, SUNSTONE is again spon-
soring a fiction-writing contest. (For last year’s winners,
see SUNSTONE, Volume 5, Number 1 and Volume 5,
Number 2.) In behalf of D. K. Brown, contest winners
will receive cash prizes totalling $850. The first place story
will be published in SUNSTONE.

SUNSTONE encourages any interested writer to
submit material. All entries should in some manner relate
to the experience of the Latter-day Saints. All varieties of
theme, tone, and attitude are encouraged. Both tradi-
tional and experimental forms will be considered. High
literary quality is mandatory.

Rules
1. The contest is open to all writers. Entries must be deli-

vered to the SUNSTONE office or postmarked by 1
November 1980.

2. Papers must be typewritten, double-spaced, on one
side of 8I/2 by 11" paper (not onionskin). Since manu-
scripts will not be returned, contestants should keep a
copy and send in the original. The papers should not
exceed 7500 words.

3. Each entry must be accompanied by a signed state-
ment from the author attesting that it is the contes-
tant’s original work, that it is not being considered
elsewhere for publication, that it has not won another
contest, and that it will not be submitted elsewhere
until the contest results have been announced.

4. Announcement of winning entries will be made in the
March/April 1981 issue of SUNSTONE. SUNSTONE
reserves the right to publish at some time in the future
all articles submitted, but is not obligated to do so; it
reserves the right to make editorial changes as needed
in published entries.

T. EDGAR
LYON
MEMORIAL
AWARD
T. Edgar Lyon was what any historian and schoiar ought
to be (but few are)--careful, methodical, thorough,
analytical, and insightful. It is in his memory and to en-
courage his sort of excellence that SUNSTONE has cho-
sen to establish this annual award. SUNS’lONE will g~ve
$600 in cash prizes for well-researched and documented
manuscripts in the field of history. Pieces will be judged
on research, style, and organization as well as validity of
interpretation and reasoning. We are seeking pieces on
sodal history (history,, sociology, psychology, etc.) and
history of ideas (theology, philosophy, sermons, etc.).
SUNSTONE is deeply committed to the study of Mor-
mon history--the research, interpretation, and exposi-
tion of our l~eople, events, and ideas.

Rules
1. The SUNSTONE fiction contest is open to all writers.

Entries must be delivered to the SUNSTONE office or
postmarked by I October 1980.

2. Papers must be typewritten, double-spaced, on one
side of 8V2 by 11" paper (not onionskin). Since manu-
scripts will not be returned, contestants should keep a
copy and send in the original. The stories should not
exceed 6,000 words. One author may submit no more
than three stories.

3. Each entry must be accompanied by a signed state-
ment from the author attesting that it is the contes-
tant’s original work, that it is not being considered
elsewhere for publication, that it has not won another
contest, and that it will not be submitted elsewhere
until the contest results have been announced.

4. Announcement of winning entries will be made in the
January/February 1981 issue of SUNSTONE.
SUNSTONE reserves the right to publish at some time
in the future all articles submitted, but is not obligated
to do ~o; it re~erve~ the right to make editorial changes
as needed in published entries.

5. Prizes will be awarded as follows:
first prize, $500
second prize, $250

hot~orable mention

Biblical Authority in America
A Gallup poll commissioned by
Christianity Today indicates 23 percent of
the American public consider the Bible to
be "a collection of ancient religious
writings;" 30 percent feel "the Bible is
the Word of God but is sometimes
mistaken;" and 42 percent preferred
"the Bible is the Word of God and never
mistaken." Concludes Christianity
Today, "in spite of the higher critical
theories and other widespread attacks
on the Bible, two-thirds of the general
public continue to believe it is the Word
of God, and 42 percent believe that it is
not mistaken in any of its teachings.
What is the reason? Simply that the Bible
is stronger than its critics."
Profession being easier than practice,
however, only 12 percent of the general
public professed to read the Bible daily (4
percent for Roman Catholics, 18 percent
for Protestants), and 52 percent admitted
they read the Bible less than once a
month or never.

The poll found that only 45 percent could

Fold
name even half of the Ten
Commandments.
Kung Update
Stripped of his canonical mission to
teach on the Catholic faculty at Tubingen
University, popular professor has
accepted the school’s offer to continue
teaching and doing research. Under
Vatican pressure, the faculty will not
recognize work done under him for
degree requirements. Kung continues to
fight the Vatican’s dismissal move.
Methodist Conference
Every four years the United Methodist
church holds its General Conference.
This year, between April 15 and 25, 1,000
delegates participated in the conference
committing themselves to only one
"priority": strengthening local ethnic
minority churches. In addition, five
programs were reemphasized: Africa,
world hunger, world peace, church and
campus, and evangelism. The
conference endorsed the J.P. Stevens
boycott, opposed a peacetime military
draft, and reaffirmed support for an

autonomous Palestinian state. The
conference represents 9.6 million
Methodists.
Individual conferences can make
regional policy decisions and local
congregations can adopt unique
programs. The Southern Indiana
Conference, for example, is spending
$60,000 this year on an evangelistic
campaign that includes hiring an
advertising firm and using billboards
and radio and TV spots. The Conference
is also sponsoring "Family Nights."
Families are encouraged to pray, study,
and play together on a designated
evening. The program, which might
seem familiar to Mormons, was adapted
from a Roman Catholic publication,
however.

Ghandi Blocks Proselyting Ban
Indira Ghandi has thwarted opposition
plans for a national "Freedom of Religion
Bill" for India. The bill would have
banned any "inducement" to convert
persons from one religion to another.
Several Indian states have such
prohibitions, but Mrs. Ghandi
denounced the proposed national
legislation as unwarranted government
interference in religion.
Mrs. Ghandi’s stand hardly opens the
door to Mormon missionaries, however.
Latter-day Saints have been unable to
secure government recognition and the
Church does not legally exist in India,
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although a few scattered Saints live there
under the supervision of the Church’s
International Mission. The last
organized LDS missionary effort in the
subcontinent ended in 1856.

Cambodian Refugees Convert to
Christianity
According to Christianity Today, the 300
Christian Cambodians in Khao I Dang
camp on the Thailand border have been
effective missionaries. With three native
pastors, a few lay leaders, and a

missionary from the Overseas
Missionary Fellowship, 20,000 of the
105,000 refugees in the camp have been
converted to Christianity.

Southern Baptist surge forward
After a three-year decline in the number
of baptisms, the Southern Baptists
registered a 10 percent increase in 1979,
with a total of 369,000. By comparison, in
1979 Latter-day Saints baptized 192,000
converts and 66,000 children of record,
for a total of 258,000.

The Expanding Church
Spencer J. Palmer
Deseret Book, 1978

Mormonism: A Faith for All Cultures
F. LaMond Tullis, general editor
BYU Press, 1978
365 pages, illustrations; $8.95

Until 1950 areas outside
the United States, aside
from serving as
missionary fields, played
a very small role in
Mormonism. Most U. S.
Mormons with pioneer
roots are descendants of
European converts,

reminding us that certain areas of
nineteenth century Europe were fruitful
fields, but those converts were people
who gathered to the Intermountain West
and were assimilated into thb
American/Mormon culture, leaving only
small branches of the Church in their
homelands, branches which always
looked "homeward to Zion."
Mormonism was early carried to
non-Western cultures, elders being sent
to Tahiti by Joseph Smith and to other
non-European areas during the pioneer
period. Some converts were made in
Polynesia and Mexico, but cultural
factors essentially blocked the success of
such missions. In Asia traditional
cultures were closed entirely to Mormon
elders.

Only since World War II has the
international sector become significant
in the Church, with substantial Church
growth and administrative consolidation
in Europe and the South Pacific and
what seems like explosive growth in
Latin America and some parts of Asia. It
still remains true that most Mormons are
children of Western culture and that the

door is really only just opening to
non-Western expansion in Asia, Africa,
and rural Latin America. Nonetheless, it
is also true, as Church members in the
United States and western Canada are
reminded by general conference,
Church publications, and returned
missionaries, that the Church is growing
rapidly in many lands and can no longer
view itself as a Utah church or even an
American church but rather must
function in ways appropriate to a major
international organization.
Aside from a sense of excitement about
accelerating conversion rates, most U.S.
Mormons have little appreciation of the
situation of Latter-day Saints living
elsewhere. While American Mormons
are increasingly mobile, and many have
thus had contact with the Church in
various parts of this country, only a
handful, relatively speaking, have more
than a tourist’s awareness of the daily
lives of average people in other lands.
Thus, LDS scholars interested in the
world Church and U.S. Church leaders
who have lived abroad sense a need to
make the American Church membership
more aware of the international Church.
The two books reviewed here, while
very different in their approaches, both
seek to acquaint Mormon readers with
the successes and challenges of
international expansion.

The Expanding Church by Spencer J.
Palmer, director of the Center for
International and Area Studies at
Brigham Young University and a former
Korean mission president, is written to
the general Church audience in a
straightforward, journalistic style.
Professor Palmer states that his purpose
is to illustrate the internationalization of
the Church through the personal stories
of Church members abroad, thus

depicting the universality of the
Mormon message.

Chapters in The Expanding Church serve
one of four purposes. One set of chapters
lays out the Mormon obligation to carry
the gospel to all the world and presents a
late twentieth century definition of Zion
as a "community of faith," made up of
those in all lands who heed the message,
rather than as a "community of blood,"
composed of Northern Europeans.
Multiple Zions are built up in the
modern world by the gathering of the
faithful in ward and stake communities,
as contrasted with the nineteeth century
physical gathering to Zion in Utah. A
second group of chapters, based largely
upon material from Church periodicals,
describes Church programs designed to
meet international
challenges--translation of Church
literature and materials, Church
educational efforts, and programs to
help members in less developed
countries achieve a satisfactory level of
personal health. A third bloc of material
deals with challenges faced by the
Church in carrying the gospel to people
living in unfamiliar political and cultural
settings. Then come first-person
accounts based on interviews with
Saints from Switzerland, Guatemala,
Japan, and Tonga regarding their lives in
the Church.

Mormonism: A Faith for All Cultures brings
together the addresses and
presentations of the Expanding Church
syposium (one of a series of symposia
commemorating BYU’s centennial) held
in the spring of 1976, as edited by
Professor Tullis, of BYU’s Department of
Government, and others.

Professor Tullis states that the purpose
of the symposium, and hence of his
book, was the examination of the
challenges faced in taking the gospel
across cultural boundaries, involving
contributions in the "language of faith
and practical insight" (that is,
presentations by Church leaders from
other lands) as well as in the "language
of faith and scholarship" (presentations
by Mormon academicians). He expresses
the hope that the book will convey the
"enthusiasm and spiritual uplift" felt by
those attending the symposium, as well
as make the reader aware of the sobering
points raised.

Tullis’s book also consists of four parts: A
discussion of the relationship of human
cultures to gospel ideals; presentations
by Church leaders from Europe, Latin
America, and Asia regarding the
progress of the Church in their
homelands; discussions of the
challenges of communicating the gospel
message from the perspective of one
culture to persons of another culture;
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and a final section on the strength of
Mormon ideas and values in a
secularized world, as well as how best to
communicate those ideas to
non-Mormons living outside the United
States.

The Expanding Church will appeal most to
those seeking a basic introduction to the
international Church. Its strengths lie in
Palmer’s delineation of the duty of the
believer to accept within the faith men
and women from all cultures--and not
only to accept them passively, but to see
them as real brothers and sisters. The life
stories of international Saints remind the
reader that members overseas are people
like himself, that the differences
between Saints living in different lands
are not as great as the similarities, and
that "foreign" is no longer an acceptable
word in the Mormon vocabulary. These
are valuable lessons, and if this book
helps teach them, it will have made a
valuable contribution to Mormonism.
The reader of Professor Palmer’s book
should not expect much analysis of the
challenges of intercultural relations, the
section prepared by Soren Cox being a
major exception. David Kennedy’s brief
statement is another exception, with its
warning that American Mormon
political ideas can raise barriers to the
spread of the Church in the non-Western
world. He points out that if a system of
government allows Church members to
freely exercise their religion and gives us
some scope for proselytizing, we can live
with it as a church, though as individuals
we might wish for greater guarantees of
personal freedom. Kennedy also
cautions against identifying scriptural
Israel with the present State of Israel to
the point that Moslem doors are closed to
US.

Most of The Expanding Church concerns
itself with the institutionally-defined
program of the Church, rather than with
intercultural contacts. The first-person
materials used, while full of human
interest, do not raise many intercultural
issues. In fact, to a large degree the
country of origin of those involved is
essentially irrelevant to their stories.
They might as well be stories told by
old-time members from Atlanta or
Cincinnati. However, it should be
remembered that Professor Palmer’s
stated purpose is to depict the
universality of the gospel in terms of the
lives of individuals, and he does succeed
in illustrating that you can be a Mormon
anywhere.

In Mormonism: A Faith for All Cultures the
presentations by international Church
leaders also focus largely on the
programmatic, though at times their

statements do highlight cultural
disjunctures. While I did not attend all of
the symposium, my reading of the Tullis
book agrees with the reports of friends
that one of the most memorable parts of
the program was the statement of
Augusto Lim, stake president in the
Philippines, that his people cannot
afford the magazines and buildings
designed for them at Church
headquarters and that Church programs
cannot reach the majority of Filipinos,
since the official language of the
programs is English, a minority
language in the Philippines. President
n ’LIIL 3 messa e seems ~    a
calling out to American Mormons to
allow the Church to develop in his
country in a Filipino way. Hopefully, the
1977 decentralization of the Presiding
Bishopric’s Office, which is responsible
for temporal support systems, allows for
greater flexibility in responding to such
challenges. Recent efforts at
simplification of Church programs
reflect a concern on the part of Church
leaders that Mormons not be asked to
make needless sacrifices.
President Lim’s statement elicits not
only agreement but also an emotional
response from the sympathetic reader.
Most of the issues dealt with in Professor
Tullis’s book are not presented in such
human-impact terms, and yet the issues
raised ultimately affect individual
Latter-day Saints living abroad. For
instance, among the issues raised are
whether there is such a thing as a
"gospel culture," and then what stance
the Church should take with regard to
existing cultures around the world. Noel
B. Reynolds states that the gospel is a
"radical alternative" to worldly cultures
which are false gospels in that they
espouse ends and means which detract
from, if not wholly contradict, gospel
purposes (p. 9). He views some cultural
pratices as intolerable, others as neutral,
while some presumably may coincide
with Church aims and approaches. If
cultural arrangements do not violate the
Lord,s commandments, then Reynolds
says that we can live with them.

But is there a "Mormon culture" towards
which Church members everywhere
should be tending? John Sorenson in a
comment on the Reynolds essay states,
"To me the gospel is a content. Culture is
a kind of vessel..." (p. 31). He argues
that the gospel can be expressed
adequately in any culture and that there
is not a gospel culture as such.

All of this may seem academic, given the
small chance, this side of the
millennium, that we can stand entirely
outside of and apart from the world’s
cultures. But consider the implications of

a restatement of the question: Should
Church programs be everywhere
uniform, or is some degree of diversity
possible or perhaps necessary in order to
achieve gospel goals in different cultural
settings? If there is a unique gospel
culture, then perhaps there should be
only one Church program, with
deviations in one part of the world or
another reflecting group imperfection.
But if there is no single gospel set of
cultural patterns, then perhaps there
ought to be a variety of Church programs
developed to help members meet the
various challenges posed by different
ILLLLILClIL L..UlLUI~D IlL LI~IILL~) UI ~U~l,~l IIVIIL~),

The point may largely be moot at
present, since the vast majority of
Mormons live within the framework of
Western culture and can get along fairly
well with a program made up of forms of
worship, instruction, and activity
developed in accordance with
American/European standards. As the
number of non-Western Saints
increases, the issue of uniformity versus
diversity (in terms of means, not ends)
will become more relevant and probably
more pressing.

While the presentations inMormonism: A
Faith for All Cultures offer no final
solutions regarding such matters, they
bring them to our attention and provide
us with a variety of viewpoints. A
statement by Elder Neal A. Maxwell (p.
348) probably reflects the consensus of
the Brethren--not to worry, that things
will work out, that solutions will develop
as needed. Hopefully this will be the
case. Perhaps the consideration of the
issues raised in Professor Tullis’s book
will heighten our cultural sensitivities
and thus be helpful in dealing with the
problems of internationalization and
transculturization as they arise in the
Church.

GORDON IRVING is a historian and writer
living in Bountiful, Utah. He has been
involved in several oral history projects
involving the international sector of the
Church.

BIOGRAPHIES

RICHARD H. CRACROFT received his Ph.D. from the University of
Wisconsin and is presently professor of English and chairman of the
department at Brigham Young University. He is also Stake President of
the Provo Utah East Stake.

KENT E. ROBSON received his Ph.D. in philosophy from Stanford and
is currently associate professor of philosophy at Utah State University.

STEVEN L. OLSEN is a PH. D. candidate in anthropology at the Uni-
versity of Chicago. He is presently living in Salt Lake City with his wife
and three children.

MARK THOMAS lives with his wife and two children in Salt Lake City.
He has written and published other papers about the Book of Mormon.

PAUL SIMMONS works for the LDS Geneological Department and is
on the general Church writing corm’~uttee. He is married, has two chil-
dren, and is in the Sunday School presidency of the Nibley Park Ward,
Salt Lake Granite Stake.

EDWARD H. ASHMENT received his B.A. from BYU in history and is a
Ph.D. candidate in Egyptology at the University of Chicago.
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
MAKING $75,000 THE FIRST YEAR

IN YOUR OWN BUSINESS
Yes? Then why not consider owning your own UBE Center?

We are the Unlimited Business Exchange
An International Trade Barter Company

As a UBE Permit-Holder. you will own and manage a
computerized trading center where businessmen can
exchange goods and services with each other. More and
more businessmen everywhere are finding it both practical
and profitable to trade with each other instead of paying
cash. And, years of corporate experience and the
development of up-to-date methods have made UBE the
ultimate computerized barter organization.

¯ As a team-member in your own area, your income will
increase each month as additional member-firms multiply
your sales and trading volume, and the degree of your success
is governed only by your own effort and imagination. The
possibilities are limitless, and you will enjoy independence
and prestige.

The UBE system is quite simple. A membership fee is
charged to trade through your exchange plus a percentage
of the goods or services traded. It is a very low overhead
business, with no investment in inventory required. We
provide you with a complete turn-key operation. You will
receive continuous home-office support from us, including
bookkeeping, training, promotional assistance, and a
comprehensive marketing program ¯ You must provide
a good reputation, and a singular determination to succeed
in your own business. Only one UBE permit is granted
for each area ¯ Some cities open ¯ Terms available.

Right now there are permit-holders in other cities
using the UBE success-proven formula. Would you
like to talk with them?

UNUMITED BUSINESS EXCHANGE
]61 }~’est 4500 So. Salt Lake City Utah 84107 (801) 268-9824

BARTER IS GETTING BIG, AND WE ARE THE BEST IN THE BUSINESS.




